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Abstract. The present work reports results of computational investigations of hydrogen bonding, with regard to
the most common red shift in the vibrational frequency, as well as the less common blue shift in several hydrogen
bonded systems. A few new correlations of the frequency shifts with the calculated electrostatic parameters are
proposed, thereby generating new insight into both types of the frequency shifts. Thus, the frequency shifts in
X—H—-Y hydrogen bonded systems at different H—Y distances are shown to correlate well with the Mulliken
charges on H and Y, with the positive and negative charges on Y correlating with the blue and red shift of the
frequency of X—H vibration, respectively. The role played by charge transfers at other parts of the interacting
system is also discussed.
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1. Introduction
Hydrogen bonding 1–3 is one of the most widely studied
non-covalent interactions till date. It has been deﬁned by
Arunan et al., 2 as, “an attractive interaction between a
hydrogen atom from a molecule or a molecular fragment X—H...Y in which X is more electronegative than
H, and an atom or a group of atoms in same or a different
molecule, in which there is evidence of bond formation”. Hydrogen bond is usually thought to lengthen the
X—H bond of an X—H…Y system, and hence would
be associated with red shift in the corresponding vibrational frequency. However, there are enough theoretical
and experimental evidences for X—H bond shortening
in some cases, and hence blue shift is observed in the
stretching frequency. These hydrogen bonds have been
termed as “improper hydrogen bonds” by Hobza and
Havlas. 4
The lengthening of the X—H bond has been understood as “a consequence of a stabilizing interaction”. 5
In terms of electrostatics, the electron rich Y pulls the H
towards itself, causing an elongation of the X—H bond,
* For correspondence
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Chakravarty.

and hence a red shift. In terms of hyperconjugation, the
red shifted hydrogen bond can be well understood as
a donation or overlap of electron of the π system or
lone pair in Y to the σ* orbital of the X—H bond. This
transfer of electron to the anti-bonding orbital causes
a lengthening and hence weakening of the X—H bond,
resulting into a red-shift in the X—H infrared stretching
frequency. However, it seems that blue-shifted hydrogen
bonds fail to conform to any of these explanations. Different authors have thus proposed different theories for
this, and some are discussed here.
Li et al., 6 in 2002, analysed different possible criteria for the formation of blue shifted hydrogen bond,
all of which have been examined later. They discussed
the effect of groups attached to X in the bond forming molecule, the possibility of charge transfer and the
orbital interaction of the molecules. In the ﬁrst possibility, the relation between the interaction energy and
gas phase basicity has been well-correlated, and the
blue shift is claimed to occur at intermediate basicity. The second possibility has been taken up and led
to the most acceptable theory and has been explained
further by Joseph and Jemmis. 5 The third possibility
has been examined to explain the exceptions from the
red shift, for example, by Alabugin et al., 7 who considered the shift in hydrogen bond to be due to a balance
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between hyperconjugation and the s-character of the
bond. The former tends to weaken the X—H bond
and an increase in the latter tends to strengthen the
X—H bond. The red or blue shift depends on the dominance of hyperconjugation or s-character respectively,
which in turn is dependent on the polarization and the
σ acceptance of X—H. The concept of rehybridization
has also been invoked and considered to be responsible
for the improper blue shift in hydrogen bonding. They
also concluded that X—H bond will be shortened for
systems like F3 SiH...NH3 due to lack of hyperconjugation. The possibility has been further examined by Li 8
who brought in the concepts of hyperconjugation and
rehybridization. The cause of electron transfer from the
donor to the orbital of the X—H (for X—H...Y system)
is responsible for the lengthening of X—H bond and
has been explained by hyperconjugation. Rehybridization has been made responsible for shortening of the
X—H bond and hence an increase in the stretching frequency. Both red and blue shift observed in hydrogen
bond can be considered as an effect of combination of
these two factors.
Hobza 9 introduced a new term “H-index”, which is
deﬁned as the ratio of electron density transferred to
the σ orbital of X—H and the total electron density
in an X—H...Y system. There is a red shift observed
when the value of H-index becomes close to unity
and a blue shift when it is less than 0.3. This implies
that for red shift to occur, the total electron density
transferred from the hydrogen bond acceptor moves to
the orbital and hence the bond is weakened. This also
implies that for blue shift, the electron density transfer from Y, if there is any at all, occurs mainly to the
atomic orbital and not to the molecular orbital. He also
reports about the negative values of the H-index in
some cases, which implies that there is electron density transfer from H to Y, an evidence of “anti-hydrogen
bonds”. 10
Joseph and Jemmis, 5 based on their computational
investigation, examined the situation and came up with
an explanation that the X—H bond energy, and hence
its stretching infrared frequency, changes with change
in H…Y distance. According to them, on bringing Y
closer to H in X—H…Y system, red shift is observed
initially due to electrostatic interaction between the positive charge on H and negative charge on Y, which
elongates the X—H bond. After a threshold distance,
there is some electron density transfer from Y to H and
so the X—H bond starts being strengthened. This may
result in blue shift of the X—H stretching infrared frequency. On bringing Y further closer, after a certain
threshold distance, there is a saturation of electron density on H, and the X—H bond starts becoming longer.

This can be also understood as ﬁlling up of electron
density to the σ* orbital of the X—H bond from Y.
There have been many works on the issue of two
types of frequency shifts reporting a large number
of correlations of various quantities with the objective of rationalising or predicting whether there will
be red or blue shift. However, the issue is still not
resolved and there are many attempts to provide further
insight through several calculations 11–24 and experimental investigations. 24–28
There is thus no single model or explanation that can
deﬁnitely point out whether a hydrogen bond will show
blue shift or red shift in its stable conﬁguration. The main
objective of this work is to explore a few new correlations for such a prediction by putting forward evidences
from computational studies. The models and explanations have thus been proposed based on the present
computational results and also based on the available
current knowledge on this aspect. In what follows, we
present computational details in Section 2, and discuss
the calculated results along with the observed correlations in Section 3. Finally, we offer a few concluding
remarks in section 4.

2. Computational details
All the electronic structure calculations have been carried
out by using the software GAMESS 29 (General Atomic and
Molecular Electronic Structure System). The fundamental
methodology used here involves density functional theory
(DFT) with the B3LYP exchange correlation functional (and
also MP2 level) with 6-31G as the basis set with tight convergence criteria. The main calculations involve optimization
of various hydrogen bonded systems by regulating the H…Y
distance and studying the other characteristics including the
total energy, X—H bond length, infrared stretching frequency,
XY distance, Mulliken charges on all X, H and Y, etc.

3. Results and Discussion
The hydrogen bonded systems considered here for electronic structure calculations cover the interaction of
one of the species CHF3 , CHCl3 , HCN and HF with
NF3 , NH3 , NCl3 , H2 O, HF, etc. Besides considering
the optimized structure of the interacting systems for
all the above systems, more detailed investigations
have been carried out on two selected systems (a blue
shifted system F3 CH . . . NF3 and a red shifted system
F3 CH . . . NH3 ) by geometry optimization carried out at
different ﬁxed H. . .Y distances. In addition to the energy
and structural parameters, several electrostatic parameters have also been calculated.
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The results obtained from the electronic structure calculations indicate the dependence of red or blue shift of
hydrogen bonded systems on electrostatic paramaters,
based on their Mulliken charges. From Table 1, it is
apparent that the Mulliken charge on H is always positive, and blue shift seems to arise from the presence of
positive Mulliken charge on Y in an X—H…Y system,
while the red shift corresponds to negative charge on Y.
Considering this fact intutively, if X and Y have their
positions ﬁxed, the negative Mulliken charge on Y pulls
the H away from X, which is covalently bonded with
H. The resultant effect seems to lead to weakening of
the X—H bond and hence a red shift in the stretching
frequency, as usually observed. On the other hand, a positive Mulliken charge on Y implies a repulsion between
H and Y, thus bringing X closer to H and hence introducing a blue shift in the stretching frequency of X—H.
An extension of this model can be considered by using
the effective potential created on X—H bond by Y. A
positive potential, which is a direct manifestation of the
positive Mulliken charge on Y, leads to a force on H
towards X, introducing a blue shift. The negative Mulliken charge on Y, on the other hand, generates a negative
potential on the X—H bond, causing a red shift in its
stretching frequency. This potential based approach has
a direct implication for the systems having conjugated
π-cloud of electrons, where the Mulliken charge cannot
be deﬁned directly. One of the direct consequences of
this type of interaction is that the hydrogen bonds with
benzene and hexaﬂourobenzene are blue shifted, which
has both theoretical and experimental evidences.
From the results reported in Table 1, it is observed
that the red shift occurs at lower values of R(HY) as
compared to blue shift, which also seems to owe its origin to the electrostatic model. The attractive interaction
between H and Y accounts for relatively lower values of
R(HY) in case of red shift while the opposite is true for
blue shift. To obtain further insight into these aspects,
we report in Tables S1 and S2 (see Supplementary Information), the calculated results on various quantities of
interest as a function of the R(HY) distance. Some of
these results are shown as plots in Figures 1 to 5, for
obtaining a pictorial view.
In Figure 1, we show the plot of total energy versus H…Y distance for both blue (F3 CH...NF3 ) and red
(F3 CH...NH3 ) shifted systems, as calculated by using
DFT with B3LYP exchange correlation. From the ﬁgure, it is observed that on moving Y further away from
H, the potential energy curve converges to zero at larger
distance, from the positive side for the blue shifted system, which in turn suggests the effect of a repulsive
force. The effect of an attractive central force is suggested by the fact that at any value of R(HY), E for

Table 1. Calculated results on the bond distance, bond angle, frequency shift, and atomic charges for selected hydrogen-bonded systems, at equilibrium conﬁguration. The
ﬁrst and the second line of values for each pair of X and Y correspond to B3LYP and MP2 calculations, respectively.
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Figure 1. Plot of the Total Energy versus H…Y distance
for both blue (F3 CH...NF3 ) and red (F3 CH...NH3 ) shifted
systems, as calculated by using DFT with B3LYP exchange
correlation.

Figure 2. Plot of the shift in X—H streching frequency
versus H…Y distance for both blue (F3 CH...NF3 ) and red
(F3 CH...NH3 ) shifted systems, as calculated by using DFT
with B3LYP exchange-correlation.

the red shifted case is lower than that of the blue shifted
one. For a mathematical veriﬁcation, the following equation has been considered for the potential energy curve,
U(R) = E(R), with the second term arising from electrostatics:
U (R) = U0 (R) + ζ

q H qY
R

(1)

Considering ζ to be the same for both red and blue
shifted systems for any value of R(HY), it is found that
U0 (R) showed a very good correlation with the Morse

Figure 3. Plot of Mulliken Charge on H versus H…Y
distance for the blue (F3 CH...NF3 ) and red (F3 CH...NH3 )
shifted systems, as calculated by using DFT with B3LYP
exchange correlation.

Figure 4. Plot of Total Mulliken Charge on NX3 versus H…Y distance for both blue (F3 CH...NF3) and red
(F3 CH...NH3 ) shifted systems, as calculated by using DFT
with B3LYP exchange correlation.

potential. Using the standard equation for the Morse
Potential, given by,


2
(2)
U0 (R) = De 1 − e−a(R−R0 ) − 1
it was found, by curve ﬁtting, that the classical depth
of the potential well, De is 10.54 kJ/mole; the curvature
related parameter, a, is 1.301Å−1 and the equilibrium
distance R0 is 2.455 Å, corresponding to a regression of
0.9999 for the ﬁtting.
The total energy of hydrogen bonded systems does
not owe its origin only to the electrostatic interaction, but also has other components including energy
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Figure 5. Plot of Mulliken charge on Y (here N) versus H…Y distance for both blue shifted (F3 CH...NF3 )
(a) and red shifted (F3 CH...NF3 ) (b) systems, as calculated by using DFT with B3LYP exchange correlation.

due to charge transfer, exchange energy and correlation energy. 30,31 Although a shallow potential well for
blue shifted hydrogen bonded systems show that electrostatic interactions play a major role, but there is still
a bound state for the system. In fact, the decomposition
of energy into electrostatic and non-electrostatic parts
and correlation of the latter to Morse potential suggest
the presence of energy component in the system which
is not of electrostatic origin.
The next quantity of interest is the shift in X—H
stretching frequency as a function of the H…Y distance
for both the blue (F3 CH...NF3 ) and red (F3 CH...NH3 )
shifted systems. A plot of the shift in the calculated
X—H stretching frequency versus R(HY), as shown in
Figure 2, shows that the curves for blue and red shifted
systems are qualitatively quite similar. On bringing Y
closer to H, an increase in shift is observed initially,
which reaches a maximum and then decreases to give
a red shift at lower values of R(HY). It is not difﬁcult to understand that R(HY) should have lower values
for red shifted system than the blue shifted system, the
reasons for which has already been discussed. The maximum of the frequency suggests that at this distance the
electrostatic effects become less pronounced and charge
transfer effect dominates, as observed from the abrupt
lowering of electron density in Figure 3. This correlation also complies with the theory proposed by Joseph
and Jemmis. 5 It may be noted that blue and red shifts are
not speciﬁc to H-bonding alone but are also observed in
other cases, such as in the CO stretching frequency due
the interaction of CO with suitable molecular systems. 32
Since we discuss various aspects of the H-bond using
electrostatics, it will be of interest to look at the partial atomic charges on the H atom participating in

H-bonding. In Figure 3, we show the variation of the
calculated Mulliken charge on H with respect to change
in R(HY). It is observed that on bringing Y closer to H
from a larger distance, the charge on H for blue shifted
system ﬁrst decreases slowly up to a certain point and
then increases. The decrease can be rationalized through
electrostatics in which the positive charge on Y, in order
to reduce the electrostatic repulsion energy, tends to
push the positive charge away from H (essentially by
attracting electrons to H). The opposite is however true
for the red shifted system, in which there is a decrease in
electron density on H due to negative Mulliken charge
on Y, thus showing an increase in the charge on H
throughout the range. On moving Y very close to H,
one observes an increase in the charge on H, even for
the blue shifted system, perhaps due to electron density
transfer to the remote part of F3 CH, often assisted by the
NF3 group (the so called group interaction). The rather
slow variation in the charge on H at short R(HY) (in
the range ∼ 1.4–1.8Å) for red shifted system may be
a consequence of electron density donation from NH3 .
More details on this aspect will be clearer from the consideration of the total charge on the NX3 as a whole, as
discussed below.
In Figure 4, the calculated total charges on the NF3
and NH3 are plotted as a function of R(HY) to have
a clear picture of the nature of charge transfer taking
place. For NH3 (red-shifted system), the increase in the
Mulliken charge on NH3 on bringing it closer to H suggests an electron density transfer from NH3 to H, which
in turn is a characteristic of the hydrogen bond. For NF3
(blue-shifted system), there is initially an increase in
the Mulliken charge on bringing H and NF3 closer and
then there is a decrease at a rather close distance. The
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decrease suggests an electron density transfer from H to
NF3 , which implies an anti-hydrogen bonding interaction.
While Figure 4 deals with the total charge on the NX3
species, more insight into the nature of the charge transfer can be obtained by looking at the charge on the N
center of these species. Accordingly, in Figure 5, we
plot the calculated Mulliken charges on N for both these
two systems. For the blue shifted interaction, the charge
on N is found to decrease monotonically on bringing
the hydrogen bonding interaction participants closer
(decrease in R(HY)), which implies an electron density
transfer to N from H and also eventually to F. This can be
understood as a consequence of a stabilizing interaction
involving electrostatics, where the system attempts to
minimize the repulsive energy between N and H. However, for the red shifted system, there is electron density
donation from the remote H to N and also from N to H of
the hydrogen bonding interaction. The initial decrease,
followed by an increase and an eventual decrease, leading to the consequent occurrence of the observed peak
owe their origin to the unequal nature of the two electron
density transfers and the dependence on the distance.
For a more detailed picture, the numerical values
of various calculated quantities are shown in Tables
S1 and S2, which also include the R(HY) dependence
on a few other parameters as well, such as the X-H
bond length and bond order, the bond angle, etc. While
the bond order variation is monotonic, the bond length
variation shows slight non monotonic behavior. It may
be noted that throughout the discussion on the various
correlations presented here, we have focused on the electrostatic interactions between the two main participating
(H and Y) atoms, and the same between X and H or X
and Y have not been accounted for. While at ﬁrst sight
this might appear as an apparent incompleteness, it is
really not the case since the bonding interaction between
X—H is covalent with a clear dominance of quantum
mechanical interaction over electrostatics. Also, as far
as interaction between X and Y is concerned, it is the
larger distance and the shielding due to electron density of the X—H covalent bond, which play the role for
minimized electrostatic effects in this case.
4. Conclusions
It can be concluded that the red or blue shift in X—H...Y
hydrogen bonded systems depends on the Mulliken
charge present on H and Y. The positive Mulliken charge
on Y is the cause of blue shift as it tends to shorten
the X—H bond length by electrostatic repulsion. The
opposite is true for red shifted systems, where the negative charge on Y tends to lengthen the X—H bond

due to electrostatic attraction. This correlation can be
extended to the conjugated π bonded system by considering the electrostatic potential present at the centre
of the benzene and ﬂuorobenzene. The positive values
of the potential implies a shortening of the X—H bond
length due to electrostatic repulsion of H towards X.
The plot for energy shows the presence of electrostatic
component in it. It has also been conﬁrmed by subtracting the electrostatic component from the total energy
and the non-electrostatic contribution is observed to be
close to the Morse potential. The Mulliken charges on
H and Y show the transfer of electron density. In a nutshell, the shift in the X—H stretching frequency in the
hydrogen bonded system X—H ... Y can be attributed
to the Mulliken charges present on H and Y, and the
associated electrostatic interaction.
Supplementary Information (SI)
Tables S1–S2 are given in the Supplementary Information
which is available at www.ias.ac.in/chemsci.
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